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Haynes offers the best coverage for cars, trucks, vans, SUVs and motorcycles on the market today.

Each manual contains easy to follow step-by-step instructions linked to hundreds of photographs

and illustrations. Included in every manual: troubleshooting section to help identify specific

problems; tips that give valuable short cuts to make the job easier and eliminate the need for special

tools; notes, cautions and warnings for the home mechanic; color spark plug diagnosis and an easy

to use index.This repair & service manual covers all Jeep Cherokee, Wagoneer, and Comanche,

from 1984 thru 2001.Note: This manual does not include Grand Wagoneer or diesel engine

information.
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Haynes offers the best coverage for cars, trucks, vans, SUVs and motorcycles on the market today.

Each manual contains easy to follow step-by-step instructions linked to hundreds of photographs

and illustrations. Included in every manual: troubleshooting section to help identify specific

problems; tips that give valuable short cuts to make the job easier and eliminate the need for special

tools; notes, cautions and warnings for the home mechanic; color spark plug diagnosis and an easy

to use index.

A bit more abbreviated than I was expecting. It does say it covers the Jeep Comanche, but this is



mainly oriented toward the Cherokee, with the proviso (in the book) that "Comanche is similar". Eh,

not so much. Firewall forward the Cherokee and Comanche are "similar."I bought it specifically to

answer a technical/repair question about my parking brake repair, and will be crawling under the

Comanche to see if it is "similar". So far, have yet to find the answer.

Don't expect to be able to take your car apart entirely. This will show you the general instructions.

Since there were many small changes made to the XJ, there will be some inconsistencies between

the book, and your actual model. However, you can get the gist of it.

First off, I'm a you-tube mechanic at best. I'm rating it 3 stars, for someone like me, this manual

seems to skip a lot of steps and starts in the middle of some projects (crank sensor). Wiring

diagrams titles didn't quite match my 2000 XJ, the wiring matched the pre-97 blower resistor. So a

hard to find wiring diagram was there but...not as easy to find as it could have been. Still a good

reference to have and it has paid for itself by showing me where to start a project instead of having

to punt to a pro shot. I have heard the same thing of the Chilton Jeep manual and have been

advised that I need to get one of those in addition, not instead of, this one. It definitely covers things

that bleep-n-jeep hasn't (yet).

I purchased this because I bought a 2000 Cherokee with some repairs needed. I wanted to save

some money with some DIY repairs. The main repair is that the blower fan does not work. I ordered

Haynes b/c chiltons is not available for this vehicle. When I was talking with my mechanic about

another car, he said I need to check the relay switch. This book has one paragraph referencing

relay switches. Nothing about the specific switch I need to change. I looked up several other issues I

wanted to explore and there is nothing. It is all about major repairs or simple service, nothing in

between. If it is major, I'd take it to my mechanic and I already know how to change oil and spark

plugs. It's the in between that I want to do myself. Live and learn... $23 gone and more to have my

mechanic change the relay switch.

This book has really been a asset to me it has not only walked me thru the repair that i needed to do

to my truck but it has tought me things that i did not know about my truck also , and i have been able

to do the repairs my self and that has already saved me a lot of money and the aggrevation of

having to look for , get , and asking my self are they really tell me the truth a mechanic about what

needs to be done to my truck and this book has now turned me in to a mechanic Now how good is



that .

These books are pretty much an industry standard for vehicle repair, it had exactly the information

and instructions I was looking for to do some repairs on my Jeep; it shows you how and where,

gives you clear instructions, shows you the tools and gives practical advice on if they're required or

just handy to have. It also tells you what sort of repairs are appropriate for home DIY and which

ones should be left to more advanced users who have a shop and appropriate tools for the job. If

you're at all mechanically inclined and have a decent set of tools, these books can potential pay for

themselves with the very first repair you do.

Best in the biz

looks okay, and reads well. i brought used.
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